SLEEP UNDER THE STARS AT TSWALU
The Malori sleepout
Accommodation Surcharge: ZAR7000
Imagine sleeping in a luxury king-size bed on a raised deck in the middle of a game reserve, surrounded by the calls of
nocturnal animals, with nothing between you and the brilliant stars of the Kalahari night sky. From the vivid red sand of
the dunes to the brilliant blue of the sky, the Malori reveals Tswalu’s secrets as it opens your eyes and your heart to the
mystique of the Kalahari.
The Malori (meaning 'dreamer' in Tswana), offers a unique safari sleepout experience - guests can choose to sleep under
the thatch or further along the deck where it is completely open. The Malori deck boasts a raised platform with a thatched
overhang for protection should it rain. The quaint bush suite also has weather-proof blinds which can be rolled up or down
according to preference. There is no compromise on luxury.
The Malori is built to maximise the exquisite surroundings and has panoramic views of the vast plains of the green
Kalahari. It is orientated to showcase the incomparable Kalahari sunsets. Guests are escorted to the sleepout by a guide
on a game vehicle from either The Motse or Tarkuni Private Villa . On arrival, the guide sets up drinks and snacks for the
guests to enjoy the spectacular views over sundowners. Dinner is a relaxed meal and guests are left to enjoy a night cap
and the Kalahari at their own pace.
Tswalu also provide children's camping beds, so the whole family can enjoy an exhilarating Kalahari sleepout under the
stars – maximum 2 children.
The Malori offers an escape to a place that’s governed by the ancient rhythms of the seasons, rather than the clock and
the calendar. The cool breeze carries both myths and promises - there is a timeless quality here …. it’s a place where
humans have wandered and wondered since the dawn of creation.
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